iSelect’s private drama
Over the years we have observed many opaque business arrangements between public and private
companies. Below is an examination into another arrangement, which actually ended with a failure
of a private company.
We have been following the story of iSelect (ISU) for a while, and we think that neither the market
nor the management (in its communication with the market) seem to pay enough attention to the
impact of the drama that has unfolded between the company and one of its key customers.
We tried approaching management with our enquiry, but we were unsuccessful getting exact
details. Hence, we are posing the question more widely and presenting our reasoning on why we
think this is a worthwhile exercise.
For those who don’t know, iSelect is an online comparison business where consumers compare
offerings and purchase a range of products such as insurance. One of its core business segments is
private health insurance, which has an enviable share of the Australian market.
One issue that has dogged the company since listing in 2013 has been a chronic lack of positive free
cash flow. Accounting profits were healthy, but free cash did not correlate with reported earnings.
This inspired further investigation.
On close inspection, ISU had an unusual relationship with one of its health insurance customers –
NIA Health Pty Ltd (owner of health insurer health.com.au). It turned out that NIA Health Pty Ltd
(NIA) had a loan agreement with ISU, which resulted in a very interesting cash flow treatment in the
ISU’s accounts. The summary is that ISU sold NIA’s insurance policies in exchange for a fee.
However, NIA did not have the cash to pay these fees, so it used ISU’s own cash to do that.
(Confused? Stay with us) The funny bit was that instead of just keeping a non-cash record of ISU’s
revenue and NIA’s liability, the companies had actually been exchanging cash with each other (as
management put it: for GST reasons). As we understand it, ISU would first send the cash to NIA as a
loan, which NIA returned back to ISU on that very same day as a fee for services (+a GST amount).
This resulted in the following cash flow statement reported by ISU:

Source: iSelect Annual report 2014
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The operating cash flow line above appears quite healthy (and this is what many investors tend to
look at). The management referred to this line in their presentations to highlight “acceleration in
operating cash conversion”.

Source: iSelect FY14 Annual Results Presentation
Look a bit further down, though, and you will see a massive cash outflow reported in the investing
cash flows section called “increase in NIA facility”. These outflows represented the cash that ISU lent
to NIA, which was then immediately wired back to ISU and recorded as “receipts from customers”. In
other words, starting from FY2013, ISU’s reported net cash flow from operating activities included
quite a lot of what effectively was its own cash, which had been recycled through the hands of NIA.
So, had it not been for that cash exchange between ISU and NIA, ISU’s net cash flow from operating
activities would have been reported as negative -$7.6m1 and -$12.7m for FY14 and FY13
respectively.
Now, that is not the main point.
It is a lot more interesting to know why ISU extended this loan facility to NIA (it was a $75m loan
facility expiring in July 2015). It has not provided that kind of loan facility to other insurers on its
panel.
It turned out that NIA’s former managing director and CEO was a brother in law of former ISU’s CEO
and one of ISU’s directors was a an investor in Health.com.au (via NIA). ISU’s reputation paid a price
for that when it faced criticism after not disclosing this in its 2013 Prospectus.
Our initial conclusion was that the purpose of the loan arrangement was to help the start-up insurer
health.com.au (NIA) get established. That would have been questionable, but defendable if NIA had
been successful. However, the accounts of NIA Limited2 never appeared to reflect a sustainable
business.
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Assuming NIA topped up the cash received from ISU with 10% GST. That is : 11.5m reported operating cash
flow – 17.4m advances to NIA – 1.74m GST = - $7.6m
2
NIA Limited is the ultimate parent of Health.com.au. Ownership structure is as follows: NIA Limited-> NIA
Health Pty Ltd->Health.com.au Pty Ltd. ISelect dealt with NIA Health Pty Ltd.
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Source: ASIC, NIA Limited Financial report 2014 (Consolidated)
As can be seen above, the NIA business ran at huge losses in 2013 and 2014, and 2015 was no
different with a loss of $22.7m. By far the largest contribution to the losses can be attributed back to
the “customer acquisition costs”, most of which was paid to ISU3 ($14.7m, $19m and $13.8m in
FY15, FY14 and FY13 respectively).
During FY2012-FY2013 NIA Limited raised some $33m from a group of private investors and by June
2015 had negative equity of -$36.8m and ended up selling health.com.au to GMHBA for $46m
(which was not even enough to pay back ISU in full). We understand NIA investors received about
10c in the dollar, while ISU received $42.2m and wrote off the balance of $9.9m of NIA’s loan.
So the facts suggest to us that NIA was not a viable concern without the lifeline (debt facility)
provided by ISU and that despite this lifeline the NIA business model failed anyway. Of course, there
may be multiple reasons for this.
In the wash up, NIA shareholders lost about 90% and ISU sold an insurance product for several years,
which on a net cash basis it only received GST amounts for during those years. Ultimately ISU
received most of what it was owed, but only after NIA was sold to a third party.
That leaves us with the final bit of the puzzle:
What were the benefits for ISU?
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We understand that NIA did not pay commissions to any other provider until late FY2015. Note that the
revenue recognised by ISU was slightly different from the commission expense recorded by NIA due to
differences in recognition standards applied to ISU’s revenue and NIA’s expenses.
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One obvious benefit for ISU was having effectively funded a start-up of an additional panellist for its
insurance comparison offering, which brought in some $52.2m in revenue over the last 3 years. But
importantly, it turns out that ISU has been making pretty sweet margins from that business.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to precisely pin down how sweet these margins were, as the
company has declined to reveal the exact size of fees NIA paid to ISU per policy.
However, the company acknowledged that the NIA business (before the sale to GMHBA) used to be
priced at the higher end of ISU’s pricing range for the private health insurance business.
The company also stated that private health providers on their panel normally paid $700-$800 per
policy (average RPS in Health and Car Insurance segment was $679 in FY15). Historical data on NIA
policyholder numbers and ISU’s cash flows from NIA business are also available in the public domain.
So the only two pieces of relevant information that are missing are the attrition rates in NIA
policyholder numbers and the number of policyholders NIA obtained through channels other than
ISU. Knowing these two bits of information would allow us to back out the implied price that ISU
charged per policy. We would not pretend to know these parameters, but for the sake of
highlighting how material the NIA relationship could have potentially been to ISU’s profitability we
will make our unsophisticated guess (note that we are not experts in this).
Using ISU’s own commentary, the average expected life of a private health policy relationship
currently stands at about 9-10 years (down from 15 years in 2000). This equates to an average
attrition rate of 10.5% p.a. To reflect NIA’s start-up status, we will use attrition rate of 15% p.a.
We do not have data to estimate the number of policies NIA sold outside of the ISU arrangement.
Nevertheless, we know that NIA sold at least some policies directly to customers and later in FY2015
also via other distribution channels. To save us the trouble, let’s assume zero sales from all non-ISU
channels (this will result in understating the resulting implied price per policy).
You can see the results in the table below.
Table. Estimated price per policy charged by ISU from NIA vs. implied price per NIA policy from the GMHBA
transaction

a
b
c
(a+b-c)
d
d/(a+b-c)

Reported NIA facility ($000s)
Approximate NIA Policyholder number4
Change in total NIA policyholder number
Estimated attrition in policyholder number (at 15% p.a)
Estimated non-iSelect policy sales
Estimated policies sold via iSelect
Change in NIA facility ($000s)
Average price per policy charged by iSelect ($, ex-GST)
Total price paid by GMHBA for Health.com.au ($000s)
Minus FY15 book value of Health.com.au ($000s)
Implied price paid for NIA policyholders ($000s)
Estimated price per policyholder ($)

2012
0
3,456

2013
15,378
15,863
12,407
518
?
12,925
15,378
1,190

2014
32,766
31,657
15,794
2,379
?
18,173
17,388
957

1H2015
45,900
41,657
10,000
2,374
?
12,374
13,134
1,061

2015
52,200
~41000

?
6,300
46,000
-14,736
31,264
763

Based on the assumptions presented in the table, ISU received at least a 40% premium5 (from NIA)
on average over the “normal” price ($750) paid by other insurers, while also receiving a healthy
interest rate on the face value of the loan facility. Based on that understanding, over the last 3 years
4

Source: FY2012-14: PHIO, State of the health funds reports; 1H2015: ISU’s Feb 2015 presentation; FY2015:
ISU’s commentary
5
Average of $1190, $957 and $1061 weighted by the respective $ facility amounts and divided by $750
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ISU has enjoyed nearly $15m in additional revenue (i.e. $52.2m revenue* (1-1/1.40)) plus collected
$5-6m in cash interest from NIA. This $15m is a meaningful number and represents more than 30%
of total EBIT (before NIA impairment) that ISU reported since listing.
It is not possible to know how much of that extra revenue fell directly into ISU’s bottom line. It could
have been close to 100%, but that is not clear. Similarly, it is interesting to know how much ISU
would have earned, if NIA business had never existed in the first place.
We don’t know what the original plan for NIA was, but the way things turned out, most of the $33m
investment by NIA investors ended up funding what looks like a substantial portion of ISU’s earnings
over the last three years.
Given how material the impact on earnings appears (based on our imperfect information), we think
that the management of ISU ought to provide the public with some means to correctly assess the
impact that the failed business model of NIA has had on profitability of the company in the past.
The company recently released underlying EBIT guidance of $26-28m for FY2016 and flagged
industry headwinds in the private health insurance vertical. If our analysis about the NIA fee
premium being ~40% is correct, then FY2015 EBIT could have benefitted from some $5-6m of extra
earnings from NIA (or 22% of FY15 underlying EBIT). This earnings gap (+ any further softness in the
health vertical) will need to be replaced by something else in FY2016. Hence, it becomes important
to know if the company has lost any meaningful earnings power as a result of NIA being sold to a
new owner.
Good investing,
Max Shramchenko
Analyst
Note: Harness Asset Management Small Companies Value Fund (the Fund) and the author do not own shares in or hold
short positions or derivative financial instruments in respect of the shares of the companies mentioned above as at the
date of publishing. The above is in no way intended as financial advice, nor any recommendation by the manager of the
fund. This report has been prepared by Harness Asset Management Pty Ltd (ABN 61 158 314 982 AFSL 469551) and any
views or commentary expressed herein are those of that party. This report contains general information only and has been
prepared without taking into account your particular objectives, financial circumstances or needs. Before making any
decision based on this report you should assess your own circumstances or consult a financial advisor. You should consider
the Information Memorandum (IM) before deciding to acquire units in this fund. The IM is available at
www.harnessam.com.au or contact us at admin@harnessam.com.au. To the extent permitted by law, no liability is
accepted for any loss or damage as a result of any reliance on this report. Neither Theta Asset Management Limited (ABN
37 071 807 684 ASFL 230920), the trustee of the fund, nor Harness Asset Management guarantees the performance of the
fund or the return of any investor’s capital. Past performance is not an indication of future performance.
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